
THE WORLD'S FINEST CYMBALS 
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PHILOSOPHY 
Our heart and soul goes into every Anatolian cymbal. 
Dur mission is to provide drummers with one-of-a-kind cymbals 
for binging out the expression and character of their style of play. 
Anatolien cymbals are the link between us and your creativity. 
We make musical wert of art so that you can realize your dream of 
perfect sound without compromise. 
Dur philosophy has but one goal: "ANATOLIAN - The worid's finest cymbals" 



Production 
Anatolien cymbals are manufactured in our own foundry and production facility. 
In the first step of the manufacturing process, blanks are cost out of the alloy. 
This is followed hy a complex tempering process. The blanks are rolled over and 
over again in different directions and hhated repeatedly. This invohred process 
causes a change in the molecular structure, which is an important hasis for the density, 
flexibility and durability of the metal. Next, the disks are precisely cut to shape 
for furter processing. The Anatolian cymbal masters, absolute authorities in their field, 
now begin the time consuming joh of hammering the cymbals by hand. 

After hammering the cyrnbals by hand our cymbal masters then lalhe them and put 
the finishing touches tollem. During every stage of production the cymbals are 
subject to constant guality control before going Ifirough the uncompromising final check. 

This incredibly involved production process comhined with the masteriy hand craftsmanship 
of our cymbal masters -who cannot he replaced by any machine- and guality control that is 
performed to the highest standards make our philosophy come tue: 
"ANATOLIAN - The world's finest cymhals" 
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Brown Sugar Ride 
20"/21"/22" 

14/15" Hi-Hat 

Chocoiate Move Ride 
20° / 21" / 22" 
141715" 01-Hat 

Passion Ritte 
20" 

Soft Dry Ride 
20" - 21" 

Sparide Ride 
20"! 21" / 22" 

14/15" 111-Hat 
16"-17"-18trash 

Velvet Ride 
20"- 22" 

Mellow Rlde 
2W - 2r 

Sweet Ride 
20'! 21" / 22" 
14715" Hi-Hat 
16"-17"-18"Crash 

Smooth Ride 
20" - 2r 

Warm Definition Ride 
2W - zr 



Zöenek Koubek 

Ekdahl Lukab Falk ' 

Pietro Rave Tomos Konupka Rico Hortie 

Klaudius Kryspin 

Rober!ci  Rapp 

Pavel Kubat 
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ULTIMATE 
Illtimate Series with a new alloy 620! 

El=licymbals are characterized by an incredihle dynamic range, 
extremely fast response and an explosive sound behavior. These cymbals prove 
an impressive synthesis of tratlittanal handmade art and implementation of 
innovative ideas. Through their enormous musicality, a warm sound and its 
balanced sound spectrum, this series is universally apphcable. 

Splash 87 107 11" Naturel Ride 20"/ 22" 
Crash 14"/ 15"/ 16"/ 17"/ 18"/ 19720 Regular Hi-Hat 13"/ 14" 
Medium Crash 14"/ 15"/ 16"/ 17"/ 18"/ 19"/ 20" Power Ui-Hat 12"/ 13"/ 14" 
Thin Crash 14"/ 15"/ 16"/ 17"/ 18" Hell Hi-Hat 14" 
Power Crash 16"/ 18"/ 19"/ 20" China 14"/ 16"/ 18"/ 20" 
Hell Crash 16"/ 17"/ 18"/ 20" China Boy 16"/ 187 20" 
Ride 18"/ 20"/ 22" Swish 18"/ 20"/ 221' 
Power Ride 20"/ 22" Bell 7"/ 9"/ 11" 
Hell Ride 20"/ 22" 



Diamond Circle 

Crash 
Ride 
Hi-Hat 
China 

16/17"/18" 
20/21"/22" 
13/14" 
16/18"/20" 

DIAMOND 
The New Reference! 

After a lang phase of development and testing the new high-end Diamond 
series was produced. The manufacturing of these cymbals is very complex. 
Their appearance alone show us that they are something special! The exclusive 
finishing of the diamond, models require the highest perfection and accurate-
ness where manufacturing is concerned. They show one more Urne the perfect 
Anatolian art of manufacturing cymbals. The unique and halanced sound offers 
boundless possibilities heyond genre bounds. Alloy: B20 plus 

Diamond Trinity 

Splash 
Crash 
Ride 
Ui-Hat 
China 
Diamond Nu Crash 

08/10"/11/12" 
14715716"/17"/18719"/20" 
20"/21"/22" 
10"/12"/13/14" 
16/18/20" 
18"/ 19"/ 20'1  Diamond Impact 

Crash 	14"/15"/16"/17"/18"/19"/20" 

Diamond Impact FX 

Crash 	14"/15"/16"/17"/18"/19"/20" 



Splash 8"/ 10"/ 12" 
Medium Crash 14"/ 15"/ 16"/ 17"/ 18"/ 19720 
Crash 14"/ 15"/ 16/11/ 18"/ 19"/ 20" 
Rock Crash 14"/ 15"/ 16"/ 17"/ 18"/ 19/20 
Medium Ride 187 20"/ 217 22" 
Ride 18"/ 20"/ 21"/ 22" 
Rock Ride 20"/ 21"/ 22" 
Heavy Ride 20"/ 21"/ 22" 
Regular Hi-Hat 12"/ 13"/ 14" 
Rock Hi-Hat 12"/ 13"/ 14" 

KAPPADOKIA 
Alloy B20Plusl / Regular Finish with "natural zones 

e Anatolian Kappadokia eries offers a successful choice of jazz cymbals for 
the disceming taste. Their sound is a cembination of traditional jazz sound and 
a basic earthy tone. These cymbals are not completely lathed. They have 
so-called "natural zones", which are responsible for the basic earthy sound. 
The unusual IS and the convincing sound of the Kappadokia series make 
them very special cymbals indeed. 



Dry and raw, with a quick decay. Unlathed cymhals with a raw surface clearly 
showing every hammer mark which created the compact sound. Meant for 
drummers who want that dry and compact sound. 

Alloy B20Plus! / Brilliant Finishes 

Crashes 	 1G"/11I18"/20 

Ride 	 20" 
Regular Ui-Hat 	14" 



IMPRESSION 
Any 112UPILISI / driniant rinisnes 

At the first sight the precious shining and elaborately polished brilliant finish of 
these new cymbals show their playing features: fresh crash sounds, vivid 
high-hats and clear rides combined with a distinctive stick attack and a 
powerfull bell confirm totally the visual first impression. 

Splash 8"/ 10/ 12" 
Crash 14"/ 15"/ 181 17"/ 187 19720 
Ride 20" 
Power Ride 20" 
Regular Hi-Hat 131 14" 
China 16/ 18" 
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